
The Long and Winding Road of an Assessment Committee
Key Project Details

• Assessment a key part of 2011 and 2015 Strategic Plan
• Assessment Committee born in 2011
• Projects, reports, data, oh my!

Complications

• Director of Research & Assessment (2015) – didn't do 
what we had expected this position to do. Position was eliminated 
when search failed and new dean started.

• Momentum slowed down...
• Assessment lost its “shine”

Central Issue/Problem/Challenge

• Lack of admin support
• Lack of strong advocates
• Lack of direction
• The word “assessment” has a bad rap.
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Lessons/Ideas/Questions

Lessons:
• Having a clear purpose and goals is essential.
• Administrative support is necessary for creating a culture of assessment.
• Important to demonstrate assessment value and impact for admin and 

library employees.

Ideas:
• Determine current assessment culture and needs throughout the Libraries 

to determine projects for next year.
• Encourage engagement and project sharing - Teams groups, Assessment 

Minute, Assessment Consultation Directory

Questions:
• How do we get admin buy-in with competing priorities for attention?
• How do we build momentum?
• What direction do we go?
• -- To become leaders of library assessment
• To what extent are our faculty and staff integrating assessment into their own 

work?
• How do we get more of our faculty and staff to embrace assessment and 

integrate it into their own work?
• How do we involve people who have the desire to participate but lack the time 

to commit outside of their already full plates?
• How do we increase the skill levels of those who have the desire?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KEY PROJECT DETAILS: [What did you do? What did you intend to happen? Include who, what, when, where, why information.]In 2011, 1 of the 5 goals of the UNT Libraries' new strategic plan was dedicated to scholarly outcomes assessment.  This included standardizing quantitative reporting, developing learning outcomes assessments, and creating a library wide working group to centralize reporting on activities.  Hence the Assessment Committee was born.  It formed with the library's Associate Dean and an Assistant Dean as the co-chairs, and it adhered closely to the values and methods espoused in the then recently-released "Value of Academic Libraries" report by Megan Oakleaf.  The committee started with a bang, <listing voice> conducting surveys of employee engagement, hosting assessment seminars/trainings, and administering LibQual, among many other projects.  The momentum continued through the 2015 strategic plan, where the aim then was to cultivate a 'culture of assessment.'  The plan was to expand our value assessments, extend our reach into the community, and continue the seminars and training for the library staff and faculty.  <listing voice> We created a LibGuide, developed LibQual alternatives, implemented MINES, and taught everyone about card-swiping, effectively contributing data to the university's data eco-system.  This was consistent work for about five years...COMPLICATIONS:  [What didn’t work, and why?]  What caused the momentum to drop?  What made it hard?Complications arose when we hired a Director of Research & Assessment that the dean pulled off to do specific unrelated projects rather than guide the library-wide assessment and provide help with data analysis.  Then he left, and our search for a replacement failed.  By that time, momentum was already slowing.  Then we had a change of dean and momentum slowed even more...  By 2018, assessment no longer appeared in the new strategic plan.  And there was no intent to fill the Director of Assessment position.   CENTRAL CHALLENGE: [What tricky spots or sticking points emerged/exist/persist?]Our key challenges are foundational – we have lacked administrative support, our strongest advocates have departed and while there are people who are interested in assessment, they have not been able to step up to the level of advocacy.  Furthermore, we have lost our sense of direction, due in no small part to COVID, which put other priorities ahead, but also due to the previously mentioned challenges.  Finally, there is a sense among some that there is an aversion to the idea of "assessment", that it has developed a "bad rap" and comes with its own baggage.LESSONS/QUESTIONS:  [What lessons did you learn? What ideas do you have for moving forward? What questions would you like feedback on from attendees?]We learned that regularly revisiting our goals is necessary to ensure that we are making progress with our efforts and aligning with the committee's purpose. By conducting a Sunset Review and developing new priorities and an action plan, we have been able to effectively create a more precise direction for the committee. After meeting with the Dean and the Associate Deans from various library divisions, we realized how important it is to have administrative support when attempting to create a culture of assessment, which can be garnered by demonstrating the value that assessment projects can have within the Libraries. Moving forward, we decided that it would be best to use this year to determine the assessment needs of the library through surveys and focus group sessions in order to plan projects that will provide significant impact. In the meantime, we will work to enhance engagement and project sharing through...a community Team for assessment, the Assessment Minute (a short piece put out through a newsletter every other week), Assessment Consultation Directory or expert directory, and working with faculty and staff on goals reported to the university's Institutional Effectiveness initiative.  We still have lots of questions for the future, including:How do we get administrative buy-in with competing priorities?How do we build momentum?How do we involve those who are interested but lack the time or self-confidence to be advocates?
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